### Record of River and Climatological Observations

**Weather (Observation Day):**

- **Fog:** Sunny, Hot, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **Ice pellets:** Overcast, Lightning, Thunder LAMJ
- **Snow:** Sunny, Hot, Calm LAMJ
- **Hail:** Sunny, Hot, Calm LAMJ
- **Thunder:** Sunny, Hot, Calm LAMJ
- **Wind chill:** Sunny, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **UV Index:** Sunny, Hot, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **Fire danger:** Sunny, Hot, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **Mold:** Mostly Sunny, Light NE Winds LAMJ
- **Wind gust:** Partly Cloudy, Hot, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **Relative humidity:** Sunny, Hot, Light Breeze LAMJ
- **Cloud cover:** Mostly Sunny, Few Cumulus, Hot LAMJ
- **Dew point:** Sunny, Hot, Calm LAMJ
- **Air pressure:** Partly Cloudy, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Temperature:** Partly Cloudy, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Wind direction:** Sunny, Few Cumulus, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Visibility:** Sunny, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Sunrise:** Mostly Sunny, Few Cumulus, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Sunset:** Mostly Cloudy, Dry, Breezy LAMJ
- **Relative humidity:** Sunny, Hot, Breezy LAMJ
- **Fire danger:** Mostly Cloudy, Dry, Breezy LAMJ
- **Mold:** Sunny, Windy LAMJ
- **Wind gust:** Mostly Cloudy, Light Breeze, Comfortable LAMJ
- **Relative humidity:** Sunny, Breezy, Pleasant LAMJ
- **Wind direction:** Mostly Cloudy, Calm, Warm LAMJ
- **Visibility:** Partly Cloudy, Hot, Light Northerly Winds LAMJ

### Conditions of River at Gage

- **A.** Obstructed by rough ice
- **B.** Frozen, but open at gage
- **C.** Upper surface smooth ice
- **D.** Ice gorge above gage
- **E.** Ice gorge below gage
- **F.** Shore ice
- **G.** Floating ice
- **H.** Pool stage

**Supervising Office:** ILX Lincoln

**Station Index No.:** 11-1436-07